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Abstract ID : 2

Mean PB to Failure – Initial results from a
long-term study of disk storage patterns at the RACF

Abstract
The RACF (RHIC-ATLAS Computing Facility) has operated a large, multi-purpose dedicated
computing facility since the mid-1990’s, serving a worldwide, geographically diverse scientific
community that is a major contributor to various HEPN projects. A central component of
the RACF is the Linux-based worker node cluster that is used for both computing and data
storage purposes. It currently has nearly 50,000 computing cores and over 23 PB of storage
capacity distributed over 12,000+ (non-SSD) disk drives.
The majority of the 12,000+ disk drives provides a cost-effective solution for dCache/xRootd-
managed storage, and a key concern is the reliability of this solution over the lifetime
of the hardware, particularly as the number of disk drives and the storage capacity of
individual drives grow. We report initial results of a long-term study to measure lifetime PB
read/written to disk drives in the worker node cluster. We discuss the historical disk drive
mortality rate, disk drive manufacturers’ published MPBTF (Mean PB to Failure) data and
how they are correlated to our results.
The results helps the RACF understand the productivity and reliability of its storage solutions
and has implications for other highly-available storage systems (NFS, GPFS, CVMFS, etc)
with large I/O requirements.
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Abstract ID : 7

Running and Testing T2 Grid Services with Puppet
at GRIF-IRFU

Abstract

GRIF is a distributed Tiers2 center, made of 6 different centers in the Paris region (France),
and serving many VOs. The sub-sites are connected with 10Gbits/s private network and
share tools for central management. One of the sub-sites, GRIF-IRFU held and maintained
in the CEA-Saclay center, moved a year ago, to a configuration management using Puppet.
Thanks to the versatility of Puppet/Foreman automation, the GRIF-IRFU site maintains
usual grid services, with among them: a Cream-CE with a Torque+Maui (running a batch
with more than 4000 jobs slots), a DPM storage of more than 2PB, a Nagios monitoring
essentially based on check_mk, as well as centralized services for the French NGI, like the
accounting, or the argus central banning system. We report on the actual functionalities of
Puppet and present the last tests and evolutions including a monitoring with Graphite, a
HT-condor multi core batch accessed with an ARC-CE and a CEPH storage file system.
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Abstract ID : 14

Intrusion Detection in Grid computing by Intelligent
Analysis of Jobs Behavior – The LHC ALICE Case

Abstract
Grid infrastructures allow users flexible on-demand usage of computing resources using
an Internet connection. A remarkable example of a Grid in High Energy Physics (HEP)
research is used by the ALICE experiment at European Organization for Nuclear Research
CERN. Physicists can submit jobs used to process the huge amount of particle collision
data produced by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. Grids allow the submission
of user developed jobs (code and data). They also have interfaces to Internet, storage
systems, experiment infrastructure and other networks. This creates an important security
challenge. Even when Grid system administrators perform a careful security assessment
of sites, worker nodes, storage elements and central services, an attacker could still take
advantage of unknown vulnerabilities (zero day). This attacker could enter and escalate her
access privileges to misuse the computational resources for unauthorized or even criminal
purposes. She could even manipulate the data of the experiments.
Accordingly, Grid systems require an automatic tool to monitor and analyze the behavior
of user jobs. This tool should analyze data generated by jobs such as log entries, traces,
system calls, to determine if they run in a desired behavior or are performing any kind
of attack on the system. The tool should react to the attack by sending alerts, logging
information about relevant events and performing automatic defensive actions (for example
stopping a suspicious process). This piece of software could be classified as Grid Intrusion
Detection Systems (Grid-IDS). Traditional IDS allow detection of attacks by fixed if-then
rules based on signatures. It compares the input data with known predefined conditions
from previous events. This strategy fails when a new type of intrusion is used, even with
a slightly difference. Artificial intelligence algorithms have been suggested as a method to
improve Intrusion Detection Systems. By the usage of a Machine Learning approach it is
possible to train the IDS on generalizing among attacks even when they are completely new.
Intelligent IDS can also analyze the huge amount of data generated in Grid logs and process
traces to determine a misbehaving scenario (data mining). This Grid IDS has to be adapted
to highly distributed scenarios, when collaboration among geographically separate sites is
necessary and reliability on central services is not always an option.
Currently there is no framework that allows us to fulfill all the above requirements. We
will design and build such framework. This framework should allow the monitoring and
analysis of grid job behavior to detect attack attempts, even if new techniques or zero day
vulnerabilities are utilized. This framework should also perform required countermeasures for
its protection. In a first step, we plan to analyze the behavior of the usual job execution in
the ALICE experiment Grid. We will determine the most important metrics to characterize
a “bad” behavior (an attack). Later we will collect data from the Grid logs using these
metrics and will use this data to train a machine learning algorithm. The algorithm will
allow us classification of jobs as in desired or undesired state depending on the data produced
in their execution. We plan to implement the proposed framework as a software prototype
that will be tested as a component of the ALICE Grid middelware.
Keywords – grid computing, distributed computing, distributed System security, artificial
intelligence, data mining, Intrusion Detection Systems.
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Abstract ID : 18

Automation of Large-scale Computer Cluster
Monitoring Information Analysis

Abstract

High-throughput computing platforms consist of complex infrastructure and provide a
number of services apt to failures. To mitigate the impact of failures on the quality of the
provided services, a constant monitoring and in time reaction is required, which is impossible
without automation of the system administration processes. This paper introduces a way
of automation of the process of monitoring information analysis to provide long and short
term predictions of the service response time (SRT) of the mass storage and the batch
systems and to identify the status of a service at a given time. The approach for the SRT
predictions is based on Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) while for a proper
service status identification the K-means clustering algorithm was employed. An evaluation
of the approaches is performed on real monitoring data from the WLCG Tier 2 center
GoeGrid. Ten fold cross validation results demonstrate high efficiency of both approaches in
comparison to known methods.
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Abstract ID : 31

Operation of the upgraded ATLAS Level-1 Central
Trigger System

Abstract
The ATLAS Level-1 Central Trigger (L1CT) system is a central part of ATLAS data-taking
and is configured, controlled, and monitored by a software framework with emphasis on
reliability and flexibility. The hardware has undergone a major upgrade for Run 2 of the
LHC, in order to cope with the expected increase of instantaneous luminosity of a factor of
2 with respect to Run 1. It offers more flexibility in the trigger decisions due to the double
amount of trigger inputs and usable trigger channels. It also provides an interface to the new
topological trigger system. Operationally - particularly useful for commissioning, calibration
and test runs - it allows concurrent, independent triggering of up to 3 different sub-detector
combinations.
In this contribution, we give an overview of the fully operational software framework of
the L1CT system with particular emphasis on the configuration, controls and monitoring
aspects. The software framework allows the L1CT system to be configured consistently with
the ATLAS experiment and the LHC machine, upstream and downstream trigger processors,
and the data acquisition. Trigger and dead-time rates are monitored coherently at all stages
of processing and are logged by the online computing system for physics analysis, data
quality assurance and operation debugging. In addition, the synchronisation of trigger inputs
is watched based on bunch-by-bunch trigger information. Several software tools allow to
efficiently display the relevant information in the control room in a way useful for shifters
and experts. The design of the framework aims at reliability, flexiblity, and robustness of the
system and takes into account the operational experience gained during Run 1. We present
the overall performance during cosmic-ray data taking with the full ATLAS detector and
the experience with first beams in 2015.
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ATLAS Jet Trigger Performance in LHC Run I and
Initial Run II Results

Abstract
The immense rate of proton-proton collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) must be
reduced from the nominal bunch-crossing rate of 40 MHz to approximately 1 kHz before the
data can be written on disk offline. The ATLAS Trigger System performs real-time selection
of these events in order to achieve this reduction. Dedicated selection of events containing
jets is uniquely challenging at a hadron collider where nearly every event contains significant
hadronic energy.
Following the very successful first LHC run from 2010 to 2012, the ATLAS Trigger was
much improved, including a new hardware topological module and a restructured High
Level Trigger system, merging two previous software-based processing levels. This allowed
the optimization of resources and a much greater re-use of the precise but costly offline
software base. After summarising the overall performance of the jet trigger during the first
LHC run, the software design choices and use of the topological module will be reviewed.
The expected performance of jet trigger for the second LHC run, to start in 2015, will be
described together with the available commissioning measurements from early data taking.
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A Validation System for the Complex Event
Processing Directives of the ATLAS Shifter

Assistant Tool

Abstract

Complex Event Processing (CEP) is a methodology that combines data from different
sources in order to identify events or patterns that need particular attention. It has gained
a lot of momentum in the computing world in the past few years and is used in ATLAS
to continuously monitor the behaviour of the data acquisition system, to trigger corrective
actions and to guide the experiment’s operators. This technology is very powerful, if experts
regularly insert and update their knowledge about the system’s behaviour into the CEP
engine. Nevertheless, writing or modifying CEP directives is not trivial since the used
programming paradigm is quite different with respect to what developers are normally
familiar with. In order to help experts verify that the directives work as expected, we have
thus developed a complete testing and validation environment. This system consists of three
main parts: the first is the persistent storage of all relevant data streams that are produced
during data taking, the second is a playback tool that allows to re-inject data of specific
data taking sessions from the past into the CEP engine and the third is a reporting tool
that shows the output that the directives loaded into the engine would have produced in the
live system. In this paper we describe the design, implementation and performance of this
validation system, highlight its strengths and short-comings and indicate how such a system
could be re-used in similar projects.
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Abstract ID : 37

ATLAS TDAQ System Administration: evolution
and re-design

Abstract

The ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system is responsible for the online
processing of live data, streaming from the ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) at CERN. The online farm is composed of ˜3000 servers, processing the data readout
from ˜100 million detector channels through multiple trigger levels. During the two years of
the first Long Shutdown (LS1) there has been a tremendous amount of work done by the
ATLAS TDAQ System Administrators, implementing numerous new software applications,
upgrading the OS and the hardware, changing some design philosophies and exploiting
the High Level Trigger farm with different purposes. During the data taking only critical
security updates are applied and broken hardware is replaced to ensure a stable operational
environment. The LS1 provided an excellent opportunity to look into new technologies
and applications that would help to improve and streamline the daily tasks of not only the
System Administrators, but also of the scientists who will be working during the upcoming
data taking period (Run-II). The OS version has been upgraded to SLC6; for the largest
part of the farm, which is composed by netbooted nodes, this required a completely new
design of the netbooting system. In parallel, the migration to Puppet of the Configuration
Management systems has been completed for both netbooted and localbooted hosts; the
Post-Boot Scripts system and Quattor have been consequently dismissed. Various new
ATCA-based readout systems, with specific network requirements, have also been integrated
into the overall system. Virtual Machine (VM) usage has been investigated and tested and
many of our core servers are now running on VMs. This provides us with the functionality of
rapidly replacing them in case of failures and increasing the number of servers when needed.
Virtualization has also been used to adapt the HLT farm as a batch system, which has been
used for running Monte Carlo production jobs that are mostly CPU and not I/O bound. In
Run-II this feature could be exploited during the downtimes of the LHC. A new Satellite
Control Room (SCR) has also been commissioned and in the ATLAS Control Room (ACR)
the PC-over-IP network connections have been upgraded to a fully redundant network. The
migration to SLC6 has also had an impact on the Control Room Desktop (CRD), the in
house KDE-based desktop environment designed to enforce access policies while fulfilling the
needs of the people working in the ACR and the SCR. Finally, monitoring the health and
the status of ˜3000 machines in the experimental area is obviously of the utmost importance,
so the obsolete Nagios v2 has been replaced with Icinga, complemented by Ganglia for
performance data. This paper serves for reporting “What”, “Why” and “How” we did in
order to improve and produce a system capable of performing for the next 3 years of ATLAS
data taking.

Primary author(s) : GARELLI, Nicoletta (SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory (US))
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Visualization of dCache accounting information with
state-of-the-art Data Analysis Tools.

Abstract

Over the previous years, storage providers in scientific infrastructures were facing a significant
change in the usage profile of their resources. While in the past, a small number of experiment
frameworks were accessing those resources in a coherent manner, now, a large amount of
small groups or even individuals request access in a completely chaotic way. Moreover,
scientific laboratories have been recently forced to provide detailed accounting information
for their communities and individuals. Another consequence of the chaotic access profiles is
the difficulty, for often rather small operating teams, to detect malfunctions in extremely
complex storage systems, composed of a large variety of different hardware components.
Although information about usage and possible malfunction is available in the corresponding
log and billing files, the sheer amount of collected meta data makes it extremely difficult to
be handled or interpreted. Simply the dCache production instances at DESY are producing
Gigabytes of meta data per day. To cope with those pressing issues, DESY has been
evaluating and put into production a Big Data processing tool, enabling our operation team
to analyze log and billing information by providing a configurable and easy to interpret
visualization of that data. This presentation will demonstrate how DESY built a real-time
monitoring system, visualizing dCache billing files and providing an intuitive and simple to
operate Web interface, using ElasticSearch, Logstash and Kibana.
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Automated workflows for critical time-dependent
calibrations at the CMS experiment.

Abstract
Fast and efficient methods for the calibration and the alignment of the detector are a key
asset to exploit the physics potential of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector and to
ensure timely preparation of results for conferences and publications.
To achieve this goal, the CMS experiment has set up a powerful framework. This includes
automated workflows in the context of a prompt calibration concept, which allows for a quick
turnaround of the calibration process following as fast as possible any change in running
conditions.
The presentation will review the design and operational experience of these workflows and the
related monitoring system during the LHC RunI and focus on the development, deployment
and commissioning in preparation of RunII.
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Abstract ID : 68

The new ALICE DQM client: a web access to
ROOT-based objects

Abstract
A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) is the heavy-ion detector designed to study the
physics of strongly interacting matter and the quark-gluon plasma at the CERN Large
Hadron Collider (LHC). The online Data Quality Monitoring (DQM) plays an essential
role in the experiment operation by providing shifters with immediate feedback on the data
being recorded in order to quickly identify and overcome problems.
An immediate access to the DQM results is needed not only by shifters in the control room
but also by detector experts worldwide. As a consequence, a new web application has been
developed to dynamically display and manipulate the ROOT-based objects produced by the
DQM system in a flexible and user friendly interface.
This paper describes the architecture and design of the tool, its main features and the
technologies that were used, both on the server and the client side. In particular, we detail
how we took advantage of the most recent ROOT JavaScript I/O and web server library to
give interactive access to ROOT objects stored in a database. We describe as well the use of
modern web techniques and packages such as AJAX, DHTMLX and Jquery, which has been
instrumental in the successful implementation of a reactive and efficient application.
We finally present the performance of this application under normal and peak load and how
code quality was ensured. We conclude with a roadmap for future technical and functional
developments.
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COMPUTING STRATEGY OF THE AMS-02
EXPERIMENT

Abstract

The Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS) is a high energy physics experiment installed and
operating on board of the International Space Station (ISS) from May 2011 and expected
to last through Year 2024 and beyond. The computing strategy of the AMS experiment is
discussed in the paper, including software design, data processing and modelling details,
simulation of the detector performance and overall computing organization.
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A New Event Builder for CMS Run II

Abstract

The data acquisition system (DAQ) of the CMS experiment at the CERN Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) assembles events at a rate of 100 kHz, transporting event data at an
aggregate throughput of 100 GB/s to the high-level trigger (HLT) farm. The DAQ system
has been redesigned during the LHC shutdown in 2013/14. The new DAQ architecture
is based on state-of-the-art network technologies for the event building. For the data
concentration, 10/40 Gb/s Ethernet technologies are used together with a reduced TCP/IP
protocol implemented in FPGA for a reliable transport between custom electronics and
commercial computing hardware. A 56 Gb/s Infiniband FDR CLOS network has been chosen
for the event builder with a throughput of 4 Tb/s. This paper will discuss the software
design, protocols and optimizations for exploiting the hardware capabilities. We will present
performance measurements from small-scale prototypes and from the full-scale production
system.
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Abstract ID : 77

The Application of DAQ-Middleware to the J-PARC
E16 Experiment

Abstract
1. Introduction
We developed a DAQ system of the J-PARC E16 Experiment by using the DAQ-Middleware.
We evaluated the DAQ system and confirmed that the DAQ system can be applied to the
experiment. The DAQ system receives an average 660MB/spill of data (2-seconds spill
per 6 seconds cycle). In order to receive such a large quantity of data, we need a network-
distributed system. DAQ-Middleware is a software framework of a network-distributed DAQ
system. Therefore, the framework is a useful tool for the DAQ system development. In our
talk, we are going to talk about useful features of DAQ-Middleware, an architecture and
DAQ performance of the J-PARC E16 Experiment DAQ system.
2. The J-PARC E16 Experiment
The aim of the J-PARC E16 Experiment is to measure mass spectra of vector mesons in
nucleus using electron pair decays with a huge statistics. For such purpose, a high intensity
proton beam is used and the interaction rate of the experiment becomes 1 × 1010. To cope
with such high intensity and the rate, we plan to use the Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM)
Tracker and strip read outs. Figure1 shows the estimation of data transfer to DAQ PCs.

Figure 1: Estimation of data transfer to DAQ PCs

3. DAQ-Middleware
DAQ-Middleware is a software framework of a network-distributed DAQ system. The
framework consists of some software components called DAQ-Components. The frame-
work provides the basic functionalities, such as communication between DAQ-Components,
transferring data, starting and stopping the DAQ system. DAQ-Components can be set on
separate computers.
4. DAQ system for the E16 Experiment
The DAQ system performs following functions.

• store all data on storage devices

• build and monitor event data from a part of all events

Figure2 shows architecture of an entire DAQ system.
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Figure 2: Architecture of an entire DAQ system

The DAQ system consists of two stages. 1st stage PCs read and store all data. The 2nd
stage PC builds and monitors event data from a part of all events.
Figure3 shows DAQ-Component architecture on one 1st stage PC.

Figure 3: 1st stage for the DAQ system

Blue boxes of the figure represent DAQ-Component. Gatherer reads data from one read-out
module. Merger receives data from multiple Gatherers and sends the data to Dispatcher.
Dispatcher sends data to Logger and Filter. Logger stores data on storage devices. Filter
sends data, which meet specific conditions, to a next DAQ-Component on the 2nd stage PC.
1st stage consists of multiple PCs which have these DAQ-Components.
Figure4 shows DAQ-Component architecture on one 2nd stage PC.

Figure 4: 2nd Stage for the DAQ system

Blue boxes of the figure represent DAQ-Component. Merger receives data from multiple
Filters on the 1st stage PC and sends the data to Eventbuilder. This Merger is the same
as one of the 1st stage PC. Eventbuilder builds event data from received data. Monitor
analysis and monitor the event data.
5. Evaluation for the DAQ System
Because we did not have enough PCs, we evaluated 1st stage and 2nd stage separately.

Figure 5: Specification of evaluation PC

5.1 1st stage evaluation
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Figure 6: The environment of 1st stage evaluation

We measured maximum throughput of one 1st stage PC. Figure6 shows the environment
of the evaluation. Because we did not have read-out modules, we used the emulators
instead of those. Data format of the emulators was the same as that of the read-out
modules. We installed DAQ-Components of the 1st stage to an evaluation PC. Figure5
shows the specification of the evaluation PC. We prepared the 2nd stage PC which is
installed Skeltonsink. Skeltonsink received data and is used only for 1st stage evaluation.
Each emulator sent test data to the evaluation PC at a maximum rate. As shown in Table
1, one event data size is 45KB per one read-out module and event rate is 2000Hz.

Figure 7: Evaluation result of 1st Stage PC

Figure7 shows the evaluation result. The points mean measured value, line means ideal
value. When the number of emulators was up to 7, measured value matched ideal value.
The result shows the evaluation PC can process up to 7 emulators, when read-out modules
send data at a maximum rate. One evaluation PC can process around 600MB/s of data at a
maximum. During this evaluation, we observed data loss size. There was no data loss when
the number of emulators was up to 7.
5.2 2nd stage evaluation

Figure 8: The environment of 2nd stage evaluation

We evaluated 2nd stage. Figure8 shows the environment of the evaluation. We installed
DAQ-Components of the 2nd stage on the evaluation PC. Figure5 shows specification of the
evaluation PC. We assumed that 50 read-out modules transferred 45kB/event of data and
event rate was 10 Hz after passing Filter. In this case, the 2nd PC received 22MB/s of data.
We confirmed that the evaluation PC was able to process 22MB/s of data losing no data.
This result shows the evaluation PC has an enough capability.
5. Conclusion
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The DAQ system of the J-PARC E16 Experiment consists of two stages. One evaluation PC
on 1st stage can process 600MB/s of data at a maximum. Average total data transfer Rate
to DAQ PCs is 330MB/s. Therefore, 1st stage can be developed by one PC or a few PCs.
2nd stage can be developed by one PC. Therefore, we were able to confirm the DAQ system
can be applied to the experiment by a few PCs.
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Abstract ID : 109

Monitoring WLCG with lambda-architecture: a new
scalable data store and analytics platform for

monitoring at petabyte scale.

Abstract

Monitoring the WLCG infrastructure requires to gather and to analyze high volume of
heterogeneous data (e.g. data transfers, job monitoring, site tests) coming from different
services and experiment-specific frameworks to provide a uniform and flexible interface for
scientists and sites. The current architecture, where relational database systems are used to
store, to process and to serve monitoring data, has limitations in coping with the foreseen
extension of the volume (e.g. higher LHC luminosity) and the variety (e.g. new data-transfer
protocols and new resource-types, as cloud-computing) of WLCG monitoring events. This
paper presents a new scalable data store and analytics platform designed by the Support
for Distributed Computing (SDC) group, at the CERN IT department, which leverages
on a stack of technology each one targeting specific aspects on big-scale distributed data-
processing (commonly referred as lambda-architecture approach). Results on data processing
on Hadoop for WLCG data transfers are presented, showing how the new architecture can
easily analyze hundreds of millions of transfer logs in few minutes. Moreover, a comparison
on data partitioning, compression and file format (e.g. CSV, AVRO) is presented, with
particular attention on how the file structure impacts the overall MapReduce performance.
In conclusion, the evolution of the current implementation, which focuses on data store and
batch processing, towards a complete lambda-architecture is discussed, with consideration
on candidate technology for the serving layer (e.g. ElasticSearch) and a description of a
proof of concept implementation, based on Esper, for the real-time part which compensates
for batch-processing latency and automates problem detection and failures.
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Abstract ID : 111

Monitoring the Delivery of Virtualized Resources to
the LHC Experiments

Abstract

The adoption of Cloud technologies by the LHC experiments places the fabric management
burden of monitoring virtualized resources upon the VO. In addition to monitoring the status
of the virtual machines and triaging the results, it must be understood if the resources actually
provided match with any agreements relating to the supply. Monitoring the instantiated
virtual machines is therefore a fundamental activity and hence this paper describes how
the Ganglia monitoring system can be used within the cloud computing scope of the LHC
experiments. Extending upon this, it is then shown how the integral of the time-series
monitoring data obtained can be repurposed to provide a consumer-side accounting record,
which can then be compared with the concrete agreements that exist between the supplier
of the resources and the consumer. From this, it is not clear though how the performance
of the resources differ both within and between providers. Hence, the case is made for a
benchmarking metric to normalize the results along with some preliminary investigation on
obtaining such a metric.
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Abstract ID : 116

The Data Quality Monitoring Software for the CMS
experiment at the LHC

Abstract

The Data Quality Monitoring (DQM) Software is a central tool in the CMS experiment.
Its flexibility allows for integration in several key environments: Online, for real-time
detector monitoring; Offline, for the final, fine-grained data analysis and certification;
Release-Validation, to constantly validate the functionalities and the performance of the
reconstruction software; in Monte Carlo productions. Since the end of data taking at a
center of mass energy of 8 TeV, the environment in which the DQM lives has undergone
fundamental changes. In turn, the DQM system has made significant upgrades in many
areas to respond to not only the changes in infrastructure, but also the growing specialized
needs of the collaboration with an emphasis on more sophisticated methods for evaluating
data quality, as well as advancing the DQM system to provide quality assessments of various
Monte Carlo simulations versus data distributions, monitoring changes in physical effects due
to modifications of algorithms or framework, and enabling regression modeling for long-term
effects for the CMS detector. The central tool to deliver Data Quality information is an
interactive web site for browsing data quality histograms (DQMGUI), and its transition to
becoming a distributed system will also be presented. In this contribution the usage of the
DQM Software in the different environments and its integration in the CMS Reconstruction
Software Framework (CMSSW) and in all production workflows are presented, with emphasis
on recent developments and improvement in advance of the LHC restart at 13 TeV. The
main technical challenges and the adopted solutions to them will be also discussed with
emphasis on functionality and long-term robustness.
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Abstract ID : 121

Developments and applications of DAQ framework
DABC v2

Abstract
The Data Acquisition Backbone Core (DABC ) is a C++ software framework that can
implement and run various data acquisition solutions on Linux platforms. In 2013 version 2
of DABC has been released with several improvements. These developments have taken into
account lots of practical experiences of DABC v1 with detector test beams and laboratory
set-ups since first release in 2009. The plug-in interfaces for user code implementation, and
configuration procedures have been simplified. Internally the framework has been enhanced
by means of smart references and object cleanup mechanisms. Moreover, for monitoring and
control a http web server, or a proprietary command channel access have been provided.
In May and August 2014, DABC v2 was applied for production data taking of the HADES
collaboration’s pion beam time at GSI. It replaced the functionality of the established
HADES event builder software hadaq, receiving frontend data via multiple Gigabit UDP
streams, combining them, and storing them to RFIO tape and local disks. DABC was
transparently integrated to the existing HADES DAQ environment, and the EPICS based
control system. Additionally, the HADES quality monitoring process was fed online with
data samples by a DABC “streamserver” socket instead of reading intermediate disk files,
improving reaction time and stability. A maximum of 16 eventbuider processes on 4 Linux
server machines were processing data of 32 subevent inputs. Each of the eventbuilder
processes could be configured to run either dabc or hadaq software. In the first beamtime
block just one single quality monitoring node was replaced by dabc; finally in August
eventbuilding was completely handled by DABC.
GSI standard DAQ systems often use PCIe boards PEXOR/KINPEX that receive data
via optical gosip protocol from various front-end hardware. For DABC v2 corresponding
plug-ins and drivers have been developed to handle reading out such systems on Linux
platform. Functionalities of the previous DAQ solution with the established multi-platform
framework MBS have been re-implemented with DABC v2 and were compared with the
same hardware against MBS.
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Abstract ID : 134

Physics Validation: Challenges of the ATLAS Monte
Carlo Production during Run-I and Beyond (LS1 and

Run-2)

Abstract

In Run 1 physics validation in ATLAS involved a lot of person power due to a historically
grown code base. Each combined performance group had its own approach of producing
plots, relied on different input formats and virtually no shared know-how existed. With
the advent of Run 2 and the introduction of ATLAS’ new unified analysis data format
(xAOD) the structure of the physics validation was revised and reshaped into a centrally
executable framework to which the individual groups contribute analysis modules. The
result is a faster, automated validation process utilising less person power and computing
resources e.g. the validation code is now run by 2 people instead of one person per physics
group. Furthermore a common code structure was introduced easing both the development
and maintenance process as well as enabling a knowledge transfer between the groups. In
the presentation we will revisit the validation code of Run 1 to point out issues that were
encountered and will show how they we addressed them.
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Abstract ID : 159

Improved ATLAS HammerCloud Monitoring for
local Site Administration

Abstract

Every day hundreds of tests are run on the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid for the ATLAS,
CMS, and LHCb experiments in order to evaluate the performance and reliability of the
different computing sites. All this activity is steered, controlled, and monitored by the
HammerCloud testing infrastructure. Sites with failing functionality tests are auto-excluded
from the ATLAS computing grid, therefore it is essential to provide a detailed and well
organized web interface for the local site administrators such that they can easily spot
and promptly solve site issues. Additional functionalities have been developed to extract
and visualize the most relevant information. The site administrators can now be pointed
easily to major site issues which lead to site blacklisting as well as possible minor issues
that are usually not conspicuous enough to warrant the blacklisting of a specific site, but
can still cause undesired effects such as a non-negligible job failure rate. This contribution
summarizes the different developments and optimizations of the HammerCloud web interface
and gives an overview of typical use cases.
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Abstract ID : 173

Alignment of the ATLAS Inner Detector Upgraded
for the LHC Run II

Abstract

ATLAS is equipped with a tracking system built using different technologies, silicon planar
sensors (pixel and micro-strip) and gaseous drift- tubes, all embedded in a 2T solenoidal
magnetic field. For the LHC Run II, the system has been upgraded with the installation of a
new pixel layer, the Insertable B-layer (IBL). Offline track alignment of the ATLAS tracking
system has to deal with about 700,000 degrees of freedom (DoF) defining its geometrical
parameters. The task requires using very large data sets and represents a considerable
numerical challenge in terms of both CPU time and precision. The adopted strategy uses a
hierarchical approach to alignment, combining local and global least squares techniques. An
outline of the track based alignment approach and its implementation within the ATLAS
software will be presented. Special attention will be paid to integration to the alignment
framework of the IBL, which plays the key role in precise reconstruction of the collider
luminous region, interaction vertices and identification of long-lived heavy flavor states.
Techniques allowing to pinpoint and eliminate tracking systematics due to alignment as well
as strategies to deal with time-dependent variations will be briefly covered. Performance
from Cosmic Ray commissioning run and status from proton-proton collision in LHC Run II
will be discussed.
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Abstract ID : 196

Lightweight user and production job monitoring
system for GlideinWMS

Abstract

Glidemon is a lightweight monitoring system for GlideinWMS job submission infrastructure.
It allows for basic information aggregation based on ClassAds in HTCondor environment of
GlideinWMS. It can easily be adopted for a specific application running on top of GlideinWMS.
In CMS it is used for user and production job monitoring managed by CRAB and WMAgent.
We will review critical design choices that were made to deliver needed functionality keeping
the system lightweight using the traditional relational database management systems.
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Abstract ID : 197

Comprehensive Monitoring for Heterogeneous
Geographically Distributed Storage.

Abstract

Storage capacity at CMS Tier-1 and Tier-2 sites reached over 100 Petabytes in 2014, and
will be substantially increased during Run 2 data taking. The allocation of storage for
the individual users analysis data, which is not accounted as a centrally managed storage
space, will be increased to up to 40%. For comprehensive tracking and monitoring of the
storage utilization across all participating sites, CMS developed a Space Monitoring system,
which provides a central view of the geographically dispersed heterogeneous storage systems.
The first prototype has been deployed at the pilot sites in summer 2014, and has been
substantially reworked since then. In this presentation we discuss the functionality and our
experience of system deployment and operation on the full CMS scale.
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Abstract ID : 206

Monitoring and controlling ATLAS data
management: The Rucio web user interface

Abstract

The monitoring and controlling interfaces of the previous data management system DQ2
followed the evolutionary requirements and needs of the ATLAS collaboration. The new
system, Rucio, has put in place a redesigned web-based interface based upon the lessons learnt
from DQ2, and the increased volume of managed information. This interface encompasses
both a monitoring and controlling component, and allows easy integration for user-generated
views. The interface follows three design principles. First, the collection and storage of data
from internal and external systems is asynchronous to reduce latency. This includes the
use of technologies like ActiveMQ or Nagios. Second, analysis of the data into information
is done massively parallel due to its volume, using a combined approach with an Oracle
database and Hadoop MapReduce. Third, sharing of the information does not distinguish
between human or programmatic access, making it easy to access selective parts of the
information both in constrained frontends like web-browsers as well as remote services.
This contribution will detail the reasons for these principles and the design choices taken.
Additionally, the implementation, the interactions with external systems, and an evaluation
of the system in production, both from a technological and user perspective, conclude this
contribution.
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Applying deep neural networks to HEP job statistics

Abstract

The cluster of CC-IHEP is a middle sized computing system providing 10 thousands CPU
cores, 3 PB disk storage, and 40 GB /s IO throughput. Its 1000+ users come from serials of
HEP experiments including ATLAS, BESIII, CMS, DYB, JUNO, YBJ etc. In such a system,
job statistics is necessary to find performance bottlenecks, locate software pitfalls, identify
suspicious behaviors and make resource provisions, especially for new experiments whose
computing modeling are still developing and refining. To fulfill this requirement, we have
developed and deployed a job statistics system which consists of an instrumenting agent, a
central database, a data summarizer and a visualizer on the IHEP cluster. In the first half
of 2014, the system has collected 1 million valid job records from BESIII experiment. Each
job record includes static information from batch system, average efficiency from process
manager and detailed IO parameters from VFS interfaces.To analyze this dataset we find that
DNNs (Deep Neural Networks) is a useful technique for data classification and abnormity
detection. This paper demonstrates how we train a job classifier with DNNs. It firstly
describes how we label the dataset semi-automatically from about 20% jobs samples which
have hints of job type in their job-option-file names. Then some adapted data pre-processing
steps will be presented. After that, it will describe the DNNs model which has achieved a
precision of 96.6% with 240’000 labeled job samples (Ratio of training set and testing set is
7:3), 6 classes. It will also compare the results with those from a linear model and a MLPs
(Multi-Layer Perceptrons) model. Impacts of meta-parameters including learning rate, batch
size will be discussed. Examples of how we leverage the classification results to find software
problems and detect abnormal job behaviors will be given at the last part of this paper.
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Abstract ID : 232

Quantitative transfer monitoring for FTS3

Abstract
The overall success of LHC data processing depends heavily on stable, reliable and fast data
distribution. The Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) relies on the File Transfer
Service (FTS) as the data movement middleware for moving sets of files from one site to
another.
This paper describes the components of FTS3 monitoring infrastructure and how they are
built to satisfy the common and particular requirements of the LHC experiments. We show
how the system provides a complete and detailed cross-virtual organization (VO) picture of
transfers for sites, operators and VOs. This information has proven critical due to the shared
nature of the infrastructure, allowing a complete view of all transfers on shared network
links between various workflows and VOs using the same FTS transfer manager.
We also report on the performance of the FTS service itself, using data generated by the
aforementioned monitoring infrastructure both during the commissioning and the first phase
of production. We also explain how this monitoring information and network metrics
produced can be used both as a starting point for troubleshooting data transfer issues, but
also as a mechanism to collect information such as transfer efficiency between sites, achieved
throughput and its evolution over time, most common errors, etc, and take decision upon
them to further optimize transfer workflows.
The service setup is subject to sites policies to control the network resource usage, as well as
all the VOs making use of the Grid resources at the site to satisfy their requirements. FTS3
is the new version of FTS and has been deployed in production in August 2014.
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HappyFace as a monitoring tool for the ATLAS
experiment

Abstract

The importance of monitoring on HEP grid computing systems is growing due to a sig-
nificant increase in their complexities. Computer scientists and administrators have been
studying and building effective ways to gather information on and clarify a status of each
local grid infrastructure. The HappyFace project aims at making the above-mentioned
workflow possible. It aggregates, processes and stores the information and the status of
different HEP monitoring resources into the common database of HappyFace. The system
displays the information and the status through a single interface. However, this model
of HappyFace relied on the monitoring resources which are always under development in
the HEP experiments. Consequently, HappyFace needed to have direct access methods to
the grid application and grid service layers in the different HEP grid systems. To cope
with this issue, we use a reliable HEP software repository, the CernVM File System. We
propose a new implementation and an architecture of HappyFace, the so-called grid-enabled
HappyFace. It allows its basic framework to connect directly to the grid user applications
and the grid collective services, without involving the monitoring resources in the HEP grid
systems. This approach gives HappyFace several advantages: Portability, to provide an
independent and generic monitoring system among the HEP grid systems. Functionality,
to allow users to perform various diagnostic tools in the individual HEP grid systems and
grid sites. Flexibility, to make HappyFace beneficial and open for the ATLAS computing
environments. Different grid-enabled modules, to view datasets of the ATLAS Distributed
Data Management system (DDM), to connect to the Ganga job monitoring system and to
check the performance of grid transfers among the grid sites, have been implemented. The
new HappyFace system has been successfully integrated and now it displays the information
and the status of both the monitoring resources and the direct access to the grid user
applications and the grid collective services in the ATLAS computing system.
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Abstract ID : 259

Deep Storage for Big Scientific Data

Abstract

Brookhaven National Lab (BNL)’s RHIC and Atlas Computing Facility (RACF), is sup-
porting science experiments such as RHIC as its Tier-0 center and the U.S. ATLAS/LHC
as a Tier-1 center. Scientific data is still growing exponentially after each upgrade. The
RACF currently manages over 50 petabytes of data on robotic tape libraries, and we expect
a 50% increase in data next year. Not only do we have to address the issue of efficiently
archiving high bandwidth data to our tapes, but we also have to face the problem of ran-
domly restoring files from tapes. In addition, we have to manage tape resource usage and
technology migration, which is moving data from low-capacity media to newer, high-capacity
tape media, in order to free space within a tape library. BNL’s mass storage system is
managed by a software called IBM HPSS. To restore files from HPSS, we have developed
a file retrieval scheduling software, called TSX. TSX provides dynamic HPSS resource
management, schedules jobs efficiently, and enhances visibility of real-time staging activities
and advanced error handling to maximize the tape staging performance.
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Abstract ID : 270

Analysis of CERN Computing Infrastructure and
Monitoring Data

Abstract

Optimising a computing infrastructure on the scale of LHC requires a quantitative under-
standing of a complex network of many different resources and services. For this purpose
the CERN IT department and the LHC experiments are collecting a large multitude of
logs and performance probes, which are already successfully used for short-term analysis
(e.g. operational dashboards) within each group. The IT analytics working group has been
created with the goal to bring data sources from different services and on different abstraction
levels together and to implement a suitable infrastructure for mid- to long-term statistical
analysis. It further provides a forum for joint optimization across single service boundaries
and the exchange of analysis methods and tools. To simplify access to the collected data,
we implemented an automated repository for cleaned and aggregated data sources based on
the Hadoop ecosystem. This contribution describes some of the challenges encountered, such
as dealing with heterogeneous data formats, selecting an efficient storage format for map
reduce and external access, and will describe the repository user interface. Using this infras-
tructure we were able to quantitatively analyse the relationship between CPU/wall fraction,
latency/throughput constraints of network and disk and the effective job throughput. In
this contribution we will first describe the design of the shared analysis infrastructure and
then present a summary of first analysis results from the combined data sources.
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THttpServer class in ROOT

Abstract
New THttpServer class in ROOT implements http server for arbitrary ROOT-based applica-
tion. It is based on embeddable Civetweb server and provides direct access to all registered
for the server objects. THttpServer also supports FastCGI interface and therefore can be
integrated with many standard web servers like Apache.
Main advantage of http server usage in ROOT – one could access objects data from
running applications without need to create temporary files. Together with standard binary
representation objects can be converted into JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), using
new TBufferJSON class. Server also provides access to data members and collections in
registered objects.
Generic user interface for THttpServer implemented with HTML/JavaScript and based on
newest JSROOT development. With any modern web browser one could list, display and
monitor objects available on http server. Different possibilities are provided to integrate
dynamic graphical elements into other HTML pages.
THttpServer available in both 5-34 and 6-02 versions of ROOT. Online documentation and
examples can be found on ROOT web site and on http://web-docs.gsi.de/˜linev/js/
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Abstract ID : 288

JSROOT version 3 – JavaScript library for ROOT

Abstract
This is further development of JSRootIO project. Code was mostly rewritten to make it
modular; I/O part was clearly separated from the graphics.
Many new interactive features were implemented:

• loading of required functionality on the fly;

• possibility of dynamic update of objects drawings;

• automatic resize of drawings when browser window is resized;

• move/resize of elements like statbox and title;

• context menu for different elements.

On the central JSROOT page one could open ROOT files, browse their content and display
different ROOT objects like histograms, graphs or canvases. Produced drawings can be
easily integrated into other HTML pages via ‘iframe’ tag. Simple and flexible JSROOT API
provided; it is used to implement graphical interface for THttpServer class.
JSROOT is now part of actual ROOT distribution. On http://web-docs.gsi.de/˜linev/js/
one could found latest version together with documentation and examples.
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Abstract ID : 314

Monitoring system for the Belle II distributed
computing

Abstract

Belle II Experiment is the next generation of B factory at SuperKEKB in Japan. A sample
of 50 at−1 will be collected at the Υ resonances. In addition a large Monte Carlo (MC)
sample will be generated to optimize the event selection criteria. The large data samples
are managed by a sophisticated distributed computing system. To utilize the computing
resources with a high efficiency, a monitoring system is absolutely needed. The effective
monitoring system for the central system and each site has been developed based on some
experiences for the MC sample production that was performed at the world wide computing
centers. Also, in order to detect troubles on each site, a job to collect the environment
has been developed and is submitted periodically. The monitoring system for the Belle II
distributed computing will be introduced.
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Monitoring tools of COMPASS experiment at CERN

Abstract
Nowadays, all modern high energy physics experiments are substantially dependent on fast
and reliable data acquisition systems that are able to collect large quantities of data supplied
by various detectors. To ensure smooth and errorless operation, it is necessary to control
and monitor the behavior and state of processes running in the system.
COMPASS is a high energy particle experiment with fixed target located at SPS at CERN
laboratory in Geneva, Switzerland. This poster briefly introduces the data acquisition system
of COMPASS and is mainly focused on the part that is responsible for the monitoring of
the nodes in the whole newly developed data acquisition system of the experiment.
The technical shutdown of CERN during years 2013 and 2014 has been used to upgrade
the data acquisition system of the COMPASS experiment. Both new harware, which uses
PFGA cards for event building, and new software has been developed and deployed. The
monitoring of the system is managed by tools called Message Logger and Message Browser.
The Message Logger is a simple console application that collects informative and error
messages. The messages are received via standard switched network and the communication
is handled by the DIM library. The DIM library is a communication tool originally designed
and developed for the DELPHI experiment at CERN. It provides C++, JAVA, and Python
interfaces. The relevant collected messages are then saved into the central COMPASS DAQ
MySQL database.
The Message Browser is a tool with a graphical user interface created in Qt framework based
upon a MVC (model - view - controller) design pattern. It is used to fetch and display
messages previously stored by the Message Logger. It also features so called “online mode”
which serves for acquisition of new messages via network at the time of their origin (this
works similarly to the Message Logger). This functionality saves time and system resources
- the new messages are displayed immediately and the program does not need to poll the
database for new messages. Even though the Message Browser is connected to other nodes
via the DIM service, it is designed to run independently from the other nodes (it requires
only the database to be connected). Therefore it allows quicker response from the operators
of the experiment in case of unexpected behavior or crash of the data acquisition system of
the experiment. The Message Browser is also equipped with ordering and rich and intuitive
filtering options (by all parameters of the messages).
The central data acquisition database stores system configuration and the messages. The
Message_log table is expected to be the largest table in the database. Because the Message
Browser requires high amount of data from the database, the Message_log table uses the
MyISAM storage engine that is optimized for environments with heavy read operations.
For further increase in speed, several indices are created on some of the columns, most
importantly on the Stamp column (ordering by the time of the creation of the message is
most important).
The poster also contains performance tests of the created monitoring tools.
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Evaluation of NoSQL databases for DIRAC
monitoring and beyond

Abstract

Nowadays, many database systems are available but they may not be optimized for storing
time series data. The DIRAC job monitoring is a typical use case of such time series. So
far it was done using a MySQL database, which is not well suited for such an application.
Therefore alternatives have been investigated. Choosing an appropriate database for storing
huge amounts of time series is not trivial as one must take into account different aspects such
manageability, scalability, extensibility etc. We compared the performance of Elasticsearch,
OpenTSDB that is based on HBase and InfluxDB time series NoSQL databases using
the same set of machines and the same data. We also evaluated the effort required for
maintaining them. Using the LHCb Workload Management System, based on DIRAC, as a
use case we have setup a new monitoring system in parallel with the current MySQL system
and we publish the same data into the databases under test. We have evaluated Grafana
(for OpenTSDB) and Kibana (for ElasticSearch) metrics and graph editors for creating
dashboards in order to have clear picture on the usability of each candidate. In this paper
we present the result of this study and the performance of the selected technology. We also
give an outlook of other potential applications of NoSQL databases with DIRAC project.
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Migration experiences of the LHCb Online cluster to
Puppet and Icinga2

Abstract

The LHCb experiment operates a large computing infrastructure with more than 2000
servers, 300 virtual machines and 400 embedded systems. Many of the systems are operated
diskless from NFS or iSCSI root-volumes. They are connected by more than 200 switches
and routers. We have recently completed the migration of the management of this system
from Quattor to puppet and of the original monitoring structure based on Icinga to icinga2.
We also have a tight integration of icinga2 in puppet. In this paper we present challenges
and experiences during this migration. We discuss and contrast the expected and observed
operational improvements.
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Exploiting CMS data popularity to model the
evolution of data management for Run-2 and beyond

Abstract
During the LHC Run-1 data taking, all experiments collected large data volumes from
proton-proton and heavy-ion collisions. The collisions data, together with massive volumes
of simulated data, were replicated in multiple copies, transferred among various Tier levels,
transformed/slimmed in format/content. These data were then accessed (both locally and
remotely) by large groups of distributed analysis communities exploiting the WorldWide
LHC Computing Grid infrastructure and services. While efficient data placement strategies
- together with optimal data redistribution and deletions on demand - have become the
core of static versus dynamic data management projects, little effort has so far been
invested in understanding the detailed data-access patterns which surfaced in Run-1. These
patterns, if understood, can be used as input to simulation of computing models at the
LHC, to optimise existing systems by tuning their behaviour, and to explore next-generation
CPU/storage/network co-scheduling solutions. This is of great importance, given that the
scale of the computing problem will increase far faster than the resources available to the
experiments, for Run-2 and beyond.
Studying data-access patterns involves the validation of the quality of the monitoring data
collected on the “popularity” of each dataset, the analysis of the frequency and pattern of
accesses to different datasets by analysis end-users, the exploration of different views of the
popularity data (by physics activity, by region, by data type), the study of the evolution of
Run-1 data exploitation over time, the evaluation of the impact of different data placement
and distribution choices on the available network and storage resources and their impact on
the computing operations.
This work presents some insights from studies on the popularity data from the CMS
experiment. We present the properties of a range of physics analysis activities as seen by
the data popularity, and make recommendations for how to tune the initial distribution of
data in anticipation of how it will be used in Run-2 and beyond.
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Abstract ID : 337

Job monitoring on DIRAC for Belle II distributed
computing

Abstract

The BelleII is an asymmetric energy e+e− collider experiment at SuperKEKB in Japan.
One of the main goals of BelleII is to search for physics beyond the Standard Model with a
data set of about 5 × 1010 BB̄ pairs. In order to store such huge amount of data including
MC events and analyze it in a timely manner, BelleII adopted distributed computing model
with DIRAC (Distributed Infrastructure with Remote Agent Control), which is a framework
developed for the LHCb experiment to manage heterogeneous computing environment. To
effectively maximize resources, we must detect and repair errors quickly. Monitoring job
processing is crucial. Currently, DIRAC provides information such as status of jobs and log
files. However, this is not sufficient to detect problems. By collecting statistical information
such as number of successes/failed jobs and analyzing log files, we can understand the status
of each site. Furthermore, these processes must be automated to check all sites efficiently. We
implement these functions in DIRAC. In this paper, we describe the design and experience
with the monitor in the MC data production campaign.
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Testing WAN access to storage over IPv4 and IPv6
using multiple transfer protocols

Abstract
In the lead up to Run 2 of the LHC the WLCG grid middleware, storage access protocols
and LHC computing models are in a state of flux. The LCG utilities and SRM middleware
are being phased out, IPv6 is being rolled out across the WLCG and LHC experiments
are making increasing use of xrootd federated access to storage elements over the WAN.
However, both client and server software and WLCG sites vary in their readiness for IPv6.
Sites within GridPP will need to enable IPv6, support it on relevant software and ensure
everything is working correctly. Comprehensive monitoring will help and we report on work
to extend existing monitoring of WAN transfer capability that GridPP has been doing for a
number of years. WAN access from storage elements to worker nodes over both IPv4 and
IPv6 is systematically checked. The gsiftp protocol is checked with lcg-cp and gfal-copy
clients, https with curl and xrootd with xrdcp. Future work will include job submission and
data handling tests using the GridPP DIRAC service.
Results can be viewed at http://pprc.qmul.ac.uk/˜lloyd/gridpp/nettest_v6.html
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The GridPP DIRAC Project - Site Monitoring of
DIRAC

Abstract
DIRAC (Distributed Infrastructure with Remote Agent Control) is a workload and data
management framework that was originally developed for the LHCb experiment. Thanks to
its flexible architecture, it is not restricted to this use case and is now being adopted much
more widely, to serve communities with different requirements. With the move away from the
traditional EMI-WMS service, many smaller VOs in particular (such as T2K and COMET)
are looking to DIRAC as their preferred method of job submission for the future. We present
here a set of tools to monitor the health of the DIRAC server itself, in an automated manner,
to help prevent problems, and to aid fault diagnosis. We consider that such provision is
essential if DIRAC is to be a service on which many VOs and other communities can rely
for their day-to-day requirements.
We have chosen to implement these tools mainly in the form of plugins for Nagios, a
monitoring system relied on widely by Grid sites and VOs. In this way they should also be
usable on compatible products such as Icinga and Naemon, thereby maximising the number
of sites that can benefit from this work. In some cases, changes are required in the upstream
DIRAC code, so we publish these changes as open source contributions.
Our approach is to take a component-by-component view of the modules in DIRAC. In our
description we start with lower-level tests and move on to checks of higher-level functionality.
Services within the DIRAC framework use different ports, so we include a basic ‘ping’ check
of these services via their respective ports. Where services do not already offer this facility,
we add this ourselves in the form of patches to DIRAC. Beyond this most basic test of
responsiveness, we include functional tests of individual services and we build on the existing
DIRAC Monitoring service by parsing the logs for errors and warnings. In the latter case, to
avoid some security drawbacks, again we implement this in the form of patches. We also
include Nagios tests of the values reported by this service, to ensure they are not exceeding
nominal ranges. Moving higher up the stack, we test the full job workflow, from submission
to execution and collection of job output. File replication tests are included as well as
checking of the Proxy Manager service. We describe the development and use of this new
monitoring infrastructure in the production DIRAC service hosted at Imperial College.
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Deployment and usage of perfSonar Networking
tools for non-HEP communities

Abstract
perfSonar is a network monitoring tool set which enables performance of wide area com-
munications to be analysed and eases problem identification across distributed centres. It
has been widely used within WLCG since 2012 and has been crucial in identifying network
problems and confirming network changes have the desired effect. We report on examples of
this within this presentation.
In addition, at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL), we have been extending the use
of perfSonar to communities outside of High Energy Physics (HEP) such as photonics and
climatology. We describe how the knowledge base gained from our experience in WLCG has
been used to help these non-HEP communities to deploy perfSonar hosts and incorporate
these into the current test infrastructure. We demonstrate improvements that have resulted
from the monitoring information obtained such as identification of packet loss across the
firewall which had not previously been identified by any other tools used.
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fwk: a go-based concurrent control framework

Abstract

fwk: a go-based concurrent control framework

Current HEP control frameworks have been designed and written in the early 2000’s, when
multi-core architectures were not yet pervasive. As a consequence, an inherently sequential
event processing design emerged. Evolving current frameworks’ APIs and data models
encouraging global states, non-reentrancy and non-thread-safety to a more concurrent
friendly environment, in an adiabatic way, is a major undertaking, even more so when relying
on the building blocks provided by C++.
This paper reports on the development of fwk, a framework investigating and leveraging the
built-in tools of the Go language to enable concurrency at the event- and sub-event-levels.
The concurrency features, code distribution and tooling of Go will be first presented to set
the scene and explain why Go -and its ecosystem at large- is a natural fit for a concurrent
framework. The aim for such a framework is to be usable as a big HEP experiment’s
control framework. fwk is also meant to be a nimble application for analyses which require
quick development/deployment cycles but without paying the price of a VM on the runtime
performances side.
The paper will then discuss the design decisions applied to the various components of fwk,
introduce its current capabilities (I/O, histogramming, dataflow, ...) and highlight how the
design decisions of the Go language adequately paved the way for fwk. Then, fads, a fast
detector simulation toolkit, will be introduced. ‘fads’ is the port of a single-threaded fast
detector simulation toolkit (Delphes) to fwk. The paper will present benchmarks (CPU,
RSS, I/O, scalability) of real Delphes use cases against fads, as well as comparisons of fads
performances with regard to other next-generation concurrent frameworks, using synthetic
data. Performance tools and concurrency debugging tools provided with the Go toolchain
and used for this comparison will also be presented.
Finally, the paper will present prospects and prototypes to fill the gap in the nascent
Go-based HEP ecosystem and landscape - namely: histograms interactive displays and
interactive analysis tools.
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Abstract ID : 386

Clusteralive

Abstract
“CLUSTERALIVE”
“Clusteralive” is an integrated system developed in order to monitor and manage few im-
portant tasks in our HPC environment. We have also other management systems, but
now, with “Clusteralive” we can know immediately, just seeing our screen, if Clusters are
up and running and we are sure that the most important functionality are well instanced.
“Clusteralive” is a php scripts suite able to monitor and perform tasks of automatic man-
agement about services, parameters and basic activities related in particular to computing
nodes of the HPC clusters but also of the entire computing infrastructure. At this link:
http://farmsmon.pi.infn.it/clusteralive/monitoring.php you have a look at the specific ap-
plication of “Clusteralive” dedicated to our principal projects. In particular “Clusteralive”
controls the cluster (dedicated to theoretical physics) called ‘Zefiro’ and funded by the
SUMA project (SUper MAssive computing project, link: http://vh2.pi.infn.it/ a special
project approved by Italian Research Ministery). Zefiro (2048 cores total: AMD Opteron
6380-2.5GHz) consists of 32 machines each one with 512 GB of RAM and 4 processors (16
cores for processors fo 64 cores total, grouped into 2 jobslot). Nodes are linked via Infiniband
QDR connections operated with Mellanox IS5100 switch with 108 ports. The accesses are
regulated by the IBM LSF (V.9) scheduler. “Clusteralive” has also been recently extended
to all the resources of the HPC in Pisa used for academic and industrial collaborations (more
than 4000 computing cores total). The monitoring system allows, via web browser, the
view of essential informations about the status of each compute nodes and about a specific
service and status of the entire HPC infrastructure. For each computing node are displayed
few informations like: the state (used / free / closed for maintenance), users that have
assigned resources on it (used or reserved), information about the communication between
the machines (ping) via Ethernet and via Infiniband, the percentage of used disk space,
the used or reserved resources, the CPU load, the loked processes called zombie (due to a
termination or to a bug in the application), daemons for user’s autentication (nscd / nslcd),
communication daemons (sshd) and node status daemons (gmond / hsflowd). For the entire
cluster the status of jobs on the specific queues are shown , specifically the running/pending
and suspended jobs end in last two cases, it is possible to know reasons for the specific status.
The monitoring system also shows the physically turned off and turned on computing nodes
and the nodes with the file system unmounted. The automatic management system, has
been developed for the recovery of some services in case of their malfunction. Specifically, an
automatic restart of stopped and blocked services and an automatic closing system for all
compute nodes in case of malfunction of the filesystem which supports the entire cluster HPC
has been implemented togheter a system of automatic recovery of all the services necessary
for communication between computing nodes and user identification. An additional feature
is going to be implemented and will permit the automatic cleaning of processes (zombie)
after an unexpected termination or at the end of specific job.
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Abstract ID : 388

Development of site-oriented Analytics for Grid
computing centres

Abstract
The field of analytics, the process of analysing data to visualise meaningful patterns and
trends, has become increasingly important to a wide range of scientific applications as
the volume and variety of accessible data available to process (so called Big Data) has
significantly increased. There are a number of scalable analytic platforms and services
which have risen in prominence (such as Elasticsearch) which enable unstructured data from
numerous sources to be gathered, curated and visualised through a single extensible interface.
There is ongoing work in the HEP community evaluating these tools, for example in the
augmentation of system management at regional computing centres. In this context the
provisioning of analytic solutions for computing sites pledging resources to the Worldwide
LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) is an area of considerable interest.
Each Grid computing centre generates a wealth of monitoring data from multiple sources as
part of their ongoing operations. These include system logging, Grid middleware services,
LRMS scheduling information, network and storage utilisation and workload performance.
This rich set of data is available for exploitation using analytics tools to enable post-facto
diagnostics and a more comprehensive understanding of site systems, extending existing
work on site monitoring. A site-oriented analytics portal would allow administrators to
more easily leverage their available logging and monitoring data to determine the causes in
variations in workload performance that may be unclear from a single data source.
In this study we will explore the components necessary for a WLCG site-oriented analytics
platform. A corpus of relevant time-series based monitoring and logging data collected at
two UK Grid computing centres (ECDF and Glasgow) will be categorised and stored. We
will then explore the use of this data as part of a distributed analytics system. A necessary
part of this work will be an examination of the appropriate level of visibility for different
categories of site data. Furthermore, we will explore the extent to which machine learning
techniques could be harnessed to provide predictive capability in error detection by using
curated site data as a continuous training set.
This model is being developed with a particular focus on providing a solution for Grid
computing centres rather than attempting to cover all data sources generated by a Virtual
Organisation (VO). Such an approach is intended to complement analytic development from
larger VOs (such as the LHC experiments) whilst benefiting smaller VOs who may not have
the resources available to develop these types of tools. Based on this work we will look
towards areas of best practice in developing systems of this nature.
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Abstract ID : 389

Integrated Monitoring-as-a-service for Scientific
Computing Cloud applications using the

Elasticsearch ecosystem

Abstract

The INFN computing centre in Torino hosts a private Cloud, which is managed with the
OpenNebula cloud controller. The infrastructure offers IaaS services to different scientific
computing applications. The main stakeholders of the facility are a grid Tier-2 site for the
ALICE collaboration at LHC, an interactive analysis facility for the same experiment and a
separate grid Tier-2 site for the BES-III collaboration, plus an increasing number of other
smaller tenants. The dynamic allocation of resources to tenants is partially automated. This
feature requires detailed monitoring and accounting of the resource usage. We set up a
monitoring framework to inspect the site activities both in terms of IaaS and applications
running on the hosted virtual instances. For this purpose we used the Elasticsearch,
Logstash and Kibana stack. The infrastructure relies on an SQL database back-end for
data preservation and to ensure flexibility to switch to a different monitoring solution if
needed. The heterogeneous accounting information is transferred from the database to the
Elasticsearch engine via a custom Logstash plugin. Each use-case is indexed separately in
Elasticsearch and we setup a set of Kibana dashboards with pre-defined queries in order
to monitor the relevant information in each case. For the IaaS metering, we developed
sensors for the OpenNebula API. The IaaS level information gathered through the API is
sent to the MySQL database through an ad-hoc developed RESTful web service. Moreover,
we have developed a billing system for our private Cloud, which relies on the RabbitMQ
message queue for asynchronous communication to the database and on the ELK stack
for its graphical interface. Concerning the application level, we used the Root plugin
TProofMonSenderSQL to collect accounting data from the interactive analysis facility. The
BES-III virtual instances used to be monitored with Zabbix, as a proof of concept we also
retrieve the information contained in the Zabbix database. Finally, we have defined a model
for monitoring-as-a-service, based on the tools described above, which the Cloud tenants
can easily configure to suit their needs. In this way we have achieved a uniform monitoring
interface for both the IaaS and the scientific applications, mostly leveraging off-the-shelf
tools.
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Abstract ID : 391

pawgo: an interactive analysis workstation

Abstract

pawgo: an interactive analysis workstation

Current interactive analysis toolkits usually leverage a Turing-complete general programming
language, such as C++ or python, married with some kind of interpreter (e.g.: CINT or
CLing) and a graphical user interface to present results (ROOT, matplotlib or Chaco.)
An obvious advantage of using a general programming language is that one can tap the
full power of that language to build any analysis. But conversely, users have to comply
with the sometimes verbose ways of that language to describe “graphics” entities or express
manipulations to be applied to these entities, letting much to be improved on the interactivity
and reactivity fronts.
pawgo is a prototype re-investigating the use of a Domain Specific Language (DSL) - whith
a nod to the old PAW and PAW++ applications.
This paper will first introduce the overall architecture of pawgo, a set of reusable Go libraries
packaged as a portable application, and the tools it leverages (d3.js, WebSockets and RPC
to name a few) to enable both remote and local work as well as batch execution mode. Most
importantly, the paper will describe the use of the grammar of graphics to overcome the
impedance mismatch between general programming languages and graphics manipulations,
thus easily allowing users to create new graphic objects, animations or styles. Indeed, the
grammar of graphics lets users and developers focus on the “what” to display, letting the
underlying library deal with the minute details and ceremony of the “how” best to display.
Finally, the paper will present prospects and work ahead for pawgo to graduate from a
prototype to a full-fledged analysis workstation.
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Abstract ID : 399

A Generic Framework for Rapid Development of
OPC UA Servers

Abstract
This paper describes a new approach for generic design and efficient development of OPC
UA servers. Development starts with creation of a design file, in XML format, describing
an object-oriented information model of the target system or device. Using this model, the
framework generates an executable OPC UA server application, which exposes the per-design
OPC UA address space, without the developer writing a single line of code. Furthermore,
the framework generates skeleton code into which the developer adds the necessary logic for
integration to the target system or device.
This approach allows both developers unfamiliar with the OPC UA standard, and advanced
OPC UA developers, to create servers for the systems they are experts in while greatly
reducing design and development effort as compared to developments based purely on COTS
OPC UA toolkits. Higher level software may further benefit from the explicit OPC UA server
model by using the XML design description as the basis for generating client connectivity
configuration and server data representation. Moreover, having the XML design description
at hand facilitates automatic generation of validation tools.
In this contribution, the concept and implementation of this framework is detailed along
with examples of actual production-level usage in the detector control system of the ATLAS
experiment at CERN and beyond.
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Abstract ID : 400

Configuration Management and Infrastructure
Monitoring using CFEngine and Icinga for real-time

heterogeneous data taking environment

Abstract
The STAR online computing environment is an intensive ever-growing system used for real-
time data collection and analysis. Composed of heterogeneous and sometimes custom-tuned
machine groups (Data Acquisition or DAQ computing, Trigger group, Sow Control or user-
end data quality monitoring resources do not have the same requirements) the computing
infrastructure was managed by manual configurations and inconsistently monitored by
combinations of known tools (Ganglia for monitoring for example) and home-made scripts
sending Email reports to the (many) administrators of the diverse systems. This situation
lead to configuration inconsistencies and an overload of repetitive tasks that needed to
be passed from system groups to system groups with no global configuration and view
of problems. Worst off, as the need to communicate between systems increased, globally
securing the cyber-infrastructure was not possible to achieve and as more resources are
moving closer to where the data is generated (due to event filtering and so-called “High
Level Trigger farms), an agile policy-driven system ensuring consistency was seek.
STAR has narrowed down its strategy toward deploying a versatile and sustainable solution
by leveraging the configuration management tool CFEngine to automate configurations
along with the deployment of the Infrastructure monitoring system Icinga providing a
dashboard view of the system’s health. In its first incarnation, Icinga 1 can be seen as
a fork of the more commonly known tool Nagios monitoring while its version 2 is a core
framework replacement and rewrite. Conjointly, CFEngine and Icinga have strengthened
automation and sanctioning intricate development of the monitoring system. STAR has over
150 online systems spanning over four major sub-systems, each becoming critical during
Runs. With a bird’s eye view of each system, keeping track of the infrastructure becomes an
ease. Similarly, STAR can now swiftly upgrade and modify the environment to our needs
with ease as well as promptly react to cyber-security nodes whether it appears as a global
patch for the Shellshock vulnerability or the reconfiguration of Secure shell. Though, as the
DAQ resources do not need the same configurations than the user based resources (as one
comparative example) but are all required to follow the same baseline, the infrastructure
lay out is intricate and our strategy allows each system group (and sometimes machine) to
be configured and monitored for its own particulars. Modular configuration is the key to
consistency where differentiated plug-ins are distributed and configurations are updated
ubiquitously. By creating a sustainable long term monitoring solution, the rate of failure
detection has gone up from days to minutes, allowing rapid actions before the issue becomes
a dire problem potentially causing loss of precious experimental data.
Alternatives to our configuration management choice of CFEngine such as Chef and Puppet
have been proposed and evaluated. We have chosen an open source minimally dependent agile
tool that is powerful and simple to use. Our monitoring tool has offered STAR administrators
a crisp interface reporting each system’s state simultaneously and allowing historical system
status lookup.
In this report, we will make a brief reminder and comparison of the diverse configuration
management systems available on the market and justify our choice by requirements and
functionalities. We will discuss the details and procedures for developing practical uses
with configuration management and infrastructure monitoring. Our extensions to the
community’s plugin have been re-integrated into the main development branch and we will
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provide examples of extension of Icinga and demonstrate through example the versatility of
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Abstract ID : 407

Integrating network and transfer metrics to optimize
transfer efficiency and experiment workflows

Abstract

The Worldwide LHC Computing Grid relies on the network as a critical part of its infras-
tructure and therefore needs to guarantee effective network usage and prompt detection and
resolution of any network issues, including connection failures, congestion, traffic routing,
etc. The WLCG Network and Transfer Metrics project aims to integrate and combine all
network-related monitoring data collected by the WLCG infrastructure. This includes FTS
monitoring information, monitoring data from the XRootD federation, as well as results
of the perfSONAR tests. The main challenge consists of further integrating and analyzing
this information so that it can be turned into actionable insight for optimization of data
transfers and workload management systems of the LHC experiments.The presentation will
include technical description of the WLCG network monitoring infrastructure as well as
results of the analysis of the collected data. It will also highlight how results of this analysis
can be used in order to improve efficiency of the WLCG computing activities.
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Abstract ID : 408

Identifying and Localizing Network Problems using
the PuNDIT Project

Abstract
In today’s world of distributed scientific collaborations, there are many challenges to providing
reliable inter-domain network infrastructure. Network operators use a combination of active
monitoring and trouble tickets to detect problems. However, some of these approaches do not
scale to wide area inter-domain networks due to unavailability of data. The Pythia Network
Diagnostic InfrasTructure (PuNDIT) project aims to create a scalable infrastructure for
automating the detection and localization of problems across these networks.
The objective is to gather and analyze metrics from monitoring infrastructure to identify
the signatures of possible problems and locate affected network links. A primary goal for
PuNDIT is to convert complex network metrics into easily understood diagnoses in an
automated manner.
PuNDIT is building upon the de-facto standard perfSONAR network measurement infras-
tructure deployed in Open Science Grid and the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid. The
PuNDIT Team is working closely with the perfSONAR developers from ESnet and Internet2
to integrate PuNDIT as part of the perfSONAR Toolkit.
We will report on the project progress to-date in working with the OSG and WLCG
communities and describe the current implementation architecture. We will also discuss
some initial results, future plans and the project timeline.
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Abstract ID : 410

Monitoring data transfer latency in CMS computing
operations

Abstract
During the first LHC run, the CMS experiment collected tens of Petabytes of collision and
simulated data, which need to be distributed among dozens of computing centres with low
latency in order to make efficient use of the resources. While the desired level of throughput
has been successfully achieved, it is still common to observe transfer workflows that cannot
reach full completion in a timely manner due to a small fraction of stuck files which require
operator intervention.
For this reason, in 2012 the CMS transfer management system, PhEDEx, was instrumented
with a monitoring system to measure file transfer latencies, and to predict the completion
time for the transfer of a data set. The operators can detect abnormal patterns in transfer
latencies while the transfer is still in progress, and monitor the long-term performance of
the transfer infrastructure to plan the data placement strategy.
Based on the data collected for one year with the latency monitoring system, we present a
study on the different factors that contribute to transfer completion time. As case studies,
we analyze several typical CMS transfer workflows, such as distribution of collision event
data from CERN or upload of simulated event data from the Tier-2 centres to the archival
Tier-1 centres. For each workflow, we present the typical patterns of transfer latencies that
have been identified with the latency monitor.
We identify the areas in PhEDEx where a development effort can reduce the latency, and we
show how we are able to detect stuck transfers which need operator intervention. We propose
a set of metrics to alert about stuck subscriptions and prompt for manual intervention, with
the aim of improving transfer completion times.
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Abstract ID : 425

Online/Offline reconstruction of trigger-less readout
in the R3B experiment at FAIR

Abstract

The R3B (Reactions with Rare Radioactive Beams) experiment is one of the planned
experiments at the future FAIR facility at GSI Darmstadt. R3B will cover experimental
reaction studies with exotic nuclei far off stability, thus enabling a broad physics programs
with rare-isotope beams with emphasis on nuclear structure and dynamics. Several different
detection subsystems as well as sophisticated DAQ system and data-analysis software are
being developed for this purpose. The data analysis software for R3B is based on FairRoot
framework and called R3BRoot. R3BRoot is being used for simulation and detector design
studies for the last few years. Recently, it was successfully used directly with the data
acquisition and for the analysis of the R3B test beam-time in April 2014. For the future
beam times the framework has to deal with the free streaming readout of the detectors. The
implementation within R3BRoot to fulfill this trigger-less run mode will be presented as
well as the set of tools developed for the online reconstruction and quality assurance of the
data during the run.
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Abstract ID : 440

Subtlenoise: reducing cognitive load when
monitoring distributed computing operations

Abstract

The operation of distributed computing systems requires comprehensive monitoring to ensure
reliability and robustness. There are two components found in most monitoring systems:
one being visually rich time-series graphs and another being notification systems for alerting
operators under certain pre-defined conditions. In this paper the sonification of monitoring
messages is explored using an architecture which fits easily within existing infrastructures
based on mature opensource technologies such as ZeroMQ, Logstash, and Supercollider
(a synth engine). Message attributes are mapped onto audio attributes based on broad
classification of the message (continuous or discrete metrics) but keeping the audio stream
subtle in nature. The benefits of audio-rendering are described in the context of distributed
computing operations and may provide a less intrusive way to understand the operational
health of these systems.
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Abstract ID : 490

Active job monitoring in pilots

Abstract
Recent developments in high energy physics (HEP) including multi-core jobs and multi-core
pilots require data centres to gain a deep understanding of the system to correctly design and
upgrade computing clusters. Especially networking is a critical component as the increased
usage of data federations relies on WAN connectivity and availability as a fallback to access
data. The specific demands of different experiments and communities, but also the need for
identification of misbehaving batch jobs requires an active monitoring.
Existing monitoring tools are not capable of measuring fine-grained information at batch job
level. This complicates network-specific scheduling and optimisations. In addition, pilots
add another layer of abstraction. They behave like batch systems themselves by managing
and executing payloads of jobs internally. As the original batch system has no access to
internal information about the scheduling process inside the pilots, there is an unpredictable
number of jobs being executed. Therefore, the comparability of jobs and pilots cannot be
ensured to predict runtime behaviour or network performance. Hence, the identification of
the actual payload is of interest.
At the GridKa Tier 1 centre a specific monitoring tool is in use, that allows the monitoring
of network traffic information at batch job level. A first analysis using machine learning
algorithms showed the relevance of the measured data, but indicated a possible improvement
by subdividing pilots into separate jobs.
This contribution will present the current monitoring approach and will discuss recent efforts
and importance to identify pilots and their substructures inside the batch system. It will
also show how to determine monitoring data of specific jobs from identified pilots. Finally,
the approach is evaluated and adapted to the former analysis and the results are presented.
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Abstract ID : 506

Pilot run of the new DAQ of the COMPASS
experiment

Abstract
This contribution focuses on the deployment and first results of the new data acquisition
system (DAQ) of the COMPASS experiment utilizing FPGA-based event builder. The new
DAQ system is developed under name RCCARS (run control, configuration, and readout
system).
COMPASS is a high energy physics experiment situated at the SPS particle accelerator at
CERN laboratory in Geneva, Switzerland. After two years of preparations and commissioning,
the physics data taking started in 2002. The original DAQ consisted of several layers and was
based on software event building paradigm. The detector frontend electronics continuously
preprocess and digitize data in approximately 300000 channels, the data are readout when
trigger signal arrives and are concentrated into 250 custom VME modules. These modules
were connected to the event building network using 90 Slinks. The network consisted of
two types of servers: readout buffers and event builders. Readout buffers served for data
reception and buffering which allowed to distribute the load over the entire SPS accelerator
cycle. The collected event fragments were transferred over the switched gigabit Ethernet
to the event builders that assembled full events. Full events were written into the local
disk space and afterwards send to the central CERN storage facility CASTOR. The system
was controlled by adapted ALICE DATE package which implemented run control, event
sampling, monitoring, run keeping, and configuration functionality.
Since 2002, number of channels increased from 190000 to approximately 300000, trigger rate
increase from 5 kHz to 30 kHz; the average event size remained roughly 35 kB. In order to
handle the increased data rates and mainly cope with aging of the system, it has been decided
to develop a new DAQ system during technical shutdown of CERN accelerator in 2013-2014.
Custom FPGA based data handling cards (DHC) are responsible for building of events in
the new system, thus replacing the event building network. The cards have been designed
in Compact AMC form factor and they feature 16 high speed serial links, 4GB of DDR3
memory, Gigabit Ethernet connection, and COMPASS Trigger Control System receiver.
There are two different versions of firmware: multiplexer and switch. The multiplexer card
combines data from 15 incoming Slinks send them into one outgoing, whereas the switch
combines data from up to 8 multiplexers and distributes the full events to the readout engine
servers equipped by spillbuffer PCI-Express cards that receive the data. DHC cards memory
allows to store date of one spill and to distribute the load over the accelerator cycle period.
Readout engine servers are also used for monitoring of data consistency and data quality
checks.
As the DHC cards perform data flow control and event building, the software serves for
configuration, run control, and monitoring. For these purposes, we have developed special
software package. The main part of the software is implemented in the C++ language
with the Qt framework; JavaScript, PHP, TCL, Python languages are used for support
tasks. MySQL database has been selected as storage of system configuration and logs.
Communication between processes in the system is implemented using the DIM library.
Several types of processes are present in the system. The master is the most important
process; it exchanges information and commands between user interface and slave processes.
Slaves monitor and configure the DHC cards, process data, and provide interface for data
access. User interface can run either in control or in viewer mode. However, only one instance
of user interface may be present in the control mode. Message logger collects messages from
all processes involved in the RCCARS and stores them in the database. Message browser is
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a graphical tool which allows to display and to filter these logs. The RCCARS is configured
trough the web interface.
The RCCARS has been deployed for the pilot run starting from the September 2014. In
the paper, we present performance and stability results of the new DAQ architecture, we
compare it with the original system in more details.
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Abstract ID : 513

The NOvA DAQ Monitor System

Abstract
The NOνA (NuMI Off-Axis νe Appearance) experiment is a long-baseline neutrino experiment
using the NuMI main injector neutrino beam at Fermilab and is designed to search for νµ
($\bar{\nu}{\mu})to\nu{e}(\bar{\nu}_{e}$) oscillations. The experiment consists of two
detectors; both positioned 14 mrad off the beam axis: a 220 ton Near Detector constructed
in an underground cavern at Fermilab and a 14 kton Far Detector constructed in Ash River,
MN, 810 km from the beam source. The detectors have similar design, and consist of planes
of PVC extrusion cells containing liquid scintillator and wavelength shifting fibers. The
fiber ends are readout by Avalanche Photodiodes (APDs). The primary task for the Data
Acquisition (DAQ) system is to concentrate the data from the large number of APD channels
(340000 channels at the Far Detector, 20000 channels at the Near Detector), buffer this data
long enough to apply an online trigger, and record the selected data.
The health and performance of the DAQ system is monitored with a DAQ Monitor system
which monitors 180 custom data concentrator modules, over 200 buffer farm nodes, and 40
manager nodes at two detector sites separated by 810 km. The DAQ Monitor system is based
on an open source third-party product, the Ganglia distributed monitoring system. Ganglia
provides much of the functionality needed for the DAQ Monitor system “out-of-the-box”
with the ability to collect standard computing performance metrics such as CPU usage,
memory usage, and network transfer rates. Ganglia also provides the basis for displaying
this information in a web display and storing this information in a database.
We have augmented the Ganglia system for the specific needs of the NOνA DAQ Monitor
system in the form of a custom metric client application interface which is used for purposes
of constructing and distributing custom metrics by the components which make up the DAQ
system. Using the custom metric client interface, monitored quantities specific to each DAQ
component are sent at regular time intervals, displayed on the Ganglia web display and
stored in the Ganglia database. Examples of custom metrics are trigger rates, data rates and
sizes, and data corruption monitored rates. The Ganglia base has also been enhanced with a
server side application used to read the monitored data from the Ganglia database, compare
it to configurable thresholds, and issue warnings when monitored data falls out-of-range.
The design of the NOνA DAQ Monitor system will be discussed as will experience with its
deployment on the NOνA Near and Far detectors.
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Abstract ID : 523

MAD – Monitoring ALICE Dataflow

Abstract

ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is the heavy-ion detector designed to study the
physics of strongly interacting matter and the quark-gluon plasma at the CERN Large
Hadron Collider (LHC). Following a successful Run 1, which ended in February 2013, the
ALICE data acquisition (DAQ) entered a consolidation phase to prepare for Run 2 which
will start in the beginning of 2015. A new software tool has been developed by the data
acquisition project to improve the monitoring of the experiment’s dataflow, from the data
readout in the DAQ farm up to its shipment to CERN’s main computer centre. This software,
called ALICE MAD (Monitoring ALICE Dataflow), uses the MonALISA framework as core
module to gather, process, aggregate and distribute monitoring values from the different
processes running in the distributed DAQ farm. Data are not only pulled from the data
sources to MAD but can also be pushed by dedicated data collectors or the data source
processes. A large set of monitored metrics (from the backpressure status on the readout
links to event counters in each of the DAQ nodes and aggregated data rates for the whole
data acquisition) is needed to provide a comprehensive view of the DAQ status. MAD also
injects alarms in the Orthos alarm system whenever abnormal conditions are detected. The
MAD web-based GUI uses WebSockets to provide dynamic and on-time status displays
for the ALICE shift crew. Designed as a widget-based system, MAD supports an easy
integration of new visualization blocks and also customization of the information displayed
to the shift crew based on the ALICE activities.
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Monitoring cloud-based infrastructures

Abstract

INFN-Bari is involved in PRISMA and RECAS, two national projects aiming respectively
at setting up an OpenStack-based cloud infrastructure for the public administration and
the scientific data analysis, and upgrading the computing resources to a new T1-sized
infrastructure. As Bari is also a T2 for the CMS and Alice experiments, setting up the
cloud resources so that they can be used for high energy physics is one of the main goals:
the PaaS+IaaS platform provided by PRISMA will be installed on the RECAS resources
at the beginning of 2015, providing about 2000 cores of additional resources to play as
regular worker nodes. It is fundamental to rethink all the monitoring infrastructure, to
get a new elastic, scalable and automatic setup. In this work a new setup for monitoring
the cloud resources will be shown: in particular, it allows to know the availability of the
underlying IaaS infrastructure and the status of all the IaaS/PaaS services running on the
OpenStack tesbed during the whole life of each virtual machine. Also, it is possible to get
the history of all the sensors related to the infrastructure, together with graphs. Finally,
users are provided with “monitoring as a Service” features: they can instanciate a service
they wish together with a machine monitoring the service itself and showing its status to the
user. The monitoring infrastructure is based on Zabbix, a powerful and flexible monitoring
tool, together with OpenStack itself providing Ceilometer and APIs. It will be shown also
how Zabbix serves the monitoring purposes of the whole remaining farm, basically set up
with a classic batch system, cluster file system and grid middleware. All the nodes have
sensors monitoring the services they run; also the network infrastructure is monitored against
topological loops, high rates of packet collisions, generic unavailability. As the network
topology is known in advance, we cross the information coming from the monitoring tools to
build a dynamic map of the whole farm: if a machine is moved, the dynamic map moves
the server as well after some time. Thanks to this new design, monitoring definitely helps
the system administrator in providing stable services even when dealing with a new big
infrastructure and new services.
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Abstract ID : 532

WLCG Monitoring, consolidation and further
evolution

Abstract

The WLCG monitoring system solves a challenging task of keeping track of the LHC
computing activities on the WLCG infrastructure, ensuring health and performance of the
distributed services at more than 160 sites. The current challenge consists of decreasing
the effort needed to operate the monitoring service and to satisfy the constantly growing
requirements for its scalability and performance. This contribution describes the recent
consolidation work aimed to reduce the complexity of the system, and to ensure more
effective operations, support and service management. This was done by unifying where
possible the implementation of the monitoring components. The contribution also covers
further steps like the evaluation of the new technologies for data storage, processing and
visualization and migration to a new technology stack
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Monitoring Evolution at CERN

Abstract
Over the past two years, the operation of the CERN Data Centres went through significant
changes with the introduction of new mechanisms for hardware procurement, new services
for cloud infrastructure and configuration management, among other improvements. These
changes resulted in an increase of resources being operated in a more dynamic environment.
Today, the CERN Data Centres provide over 11000 multi-core processor servers, 130 PB
disk servers, 100 PB tape robots, and 150 high performance tape drives.
To cope with these developments, an evolution of the data centre monitoring tools was also
required. This modernisation was based on a number of guiding rules: sustain the increase
of resources, adapt to the new dynamic nature of the data centres, make monitoring data
easier to share, give more flexibility to Service Managers on how they publish and consume
monitoring metrics and logs, establish a common repository of monitoring data, optimize the
handling of monitoring notifications, and replace the previous toolset by new open source
technologies with large adoption and community support.
This talk will explain how these improvements were delivered, present the architecture
and technologies of the new monitoring tools, and review the experience of its production
deployment.
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